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First Observation of Alpha Particle Loss Induced by Kinetic Ballooning Modes
in TFTR Deuterium-Tritium Experiments
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A correlation between the measured alpha particle loss and high frequency (,100 200 kHz)
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes has been observed in some highb ( plasma pressureymagnetic
pressure) DT plasmas in TFTR. These modes are localized around the peak plasma pressure gradient
and have ballooning characteristics. Particle simulation shows that the loss is due to wave-particle
resonances. Linear instability analysis indicates that the plasma is unstable to the kinetic MHD
ballooning modes driven by strong local pressure gradients.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Pi, 52.35.Py, 52.65.Cc, 52.65.Kj
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Study of MHD effects on alpha particle confinemen
is one of the most important subjects in the rece
deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion research in the Tokama
Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). It has been theore
cally predicted [1] that energetic alpha particlessEa &

3.5 MeVd can either drive or resonate with plasma MH
fluctuations. This kind of wave-particle interaction ca
induce direct alpha particle loss and therefore has an
portant impact on tokamak fusion devices.

In a recent highb, high power DT experiment [2],
good correlation was found between high frequency MH
modes and the measured alpha losses. A detailed st
of the high frequency MHD modes in normal TFTR
supershot plasmas can be found in Ref. [3]. This pap
will focus on the first observation of the alpha partic
losses correlated with these modes.

Figure 1 shows one of the highest performance d
charges achieved using intensive lithium wall conditio
ing [2]. Some measured parameters are (in conventio
notation) Ip  2.1 MA, Bt  5.1 T, PB  21 MW,
R  2.52 m, a  0.87 m, qa . 4.6, tE . 0.28 sec,
Tis0d . 38 keV, Tes0d . 12 keV, nes0d . 8.2 3 1019

m23, Pfusion . 5.5 MW, bN . 1.7. Large bursts of
alpha loss as well as large fluctuations in the lost-alp
signal are observed around the peak performance ph
as shown in Fig. 1(c). The alpha loss is measured b
detector located at the bottom of the limiter chamber (9±

detector) [4]. It is found that these bursts (att  4.3, 4.4,
and 4.46 sec) correspond to bursts of the high frequen
MHD modes and lead to a performance degradati
(for details, see Ref. [2]). This discharge suffered
high-b minor disruption at 4.55 sec, which terminate
the enhanced confinement phase. This indicates t
the plasma was near the beta limit. The high frequen
MHD modes are observed at the peak performan
phase st  4.20 4.55 secd. They are detected by the
multichannel electron cyclotron emission (ECE) poly
0031-9007y96y76(7)y1071(4)$06.00
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chromator arrays [5] and by the external magnetic prob
[6]. According to their different characteristics, the hig
frequency modes can be further divided into two differe
modes in this discharge. One is the multifrequen
quasicontinuous mode observed during the burst of al
loss, e.g., thet1 window in Fig. 1. The other one is the
bursting (or intermittent) mode observed between t
alpha bursts, e.g., thet2 window in Fig. 1.

(1) Multifrequency quasicontinuous modes.
Figure 2(a) shows the contour plot of the frequen
spectrum of dTe measured from an ECE channe
sR . 300 cm orrya . 0.34d. Multifrequency quasi-
continuous modes with frequency up to 250 kHz a
observed. The toroidal mode numbersn # 7 are mea-
sured from the magnetic coils. The rest are extrapola
based on the frequency spacing of the modes. The b
of these modes correlates with an enhancement of a fa

FIG. 1. A high-b DT discharge. (a) DT fusion power; (b
central total plasma betabts0d and the central alphab; and
(c) measured alpha particle loss rate. The high freque
modes developed in the time window are indicated. Differe
characteristics observed at different time (e.g.,t1 andt2).
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1071
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FIG. 2. Multifrequency quasicontinuous modes observed
the time t1 in Fig. 1. (a) Frequency spectrum contour plot o
dTeyTe (at R . 300 cm). (b) Alpha-loss signal from the 90±

detector.

of 2 above the background level in the lost-a signal,
Fig. 2(b). Here, the background loss is mainly from th
first orbit loss [4], which is about 3% of the total alph
production rate. The measured escaping alpha partic
have energy close to 3.5 MeV. Detailed correlatio
analysis shows that the enhanceda loss correlates mainly
with the n  6 and n $ 8 modes. In another discharge
where all then  1 9 modes are present, the enhance
loss only correlates withn $ 6 modes. This seems to
indicate that not all the MHD modes play the same role
the wave-particle interaction process even when they ha
the same location and comparable fluctuation amplitud
Among the four alpha loss detectors located at differe
poloidal angles, 20±, 45±, 60±, and 90± below the outer
midplane, the loss bursts can be seen in the bottom th
detectors, but only the 90± detector shows the correlation
described above. This correlation becomes much clea
in the following bursting mode case.

(2) Bursting mode.—Between the large loss bursts, th
90± detector also shows some lower level intermittent lo
enhancement. It is found that these oscillations correl
very well with a bursting mode. Figure 3(a) shows th
samedTe frequency spectrum contour plot. Only two
modes are observed withn  3 and 6 (plus a very weak
mode at ,200 kHz). Thesen numbers measured by
the magnetic coils are verified by the phase correlati
analysis between the two ECE grating arrays located 12±

apart toroidally. In addition, the phase symmetry of th
modes measured on the inner and outer mode locati
indicates that both then  6 andn  3 modes have even
poloidal mode numberssmd.
1072
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FIG. 3. The high frequency modes at the timet2 in Fig. 1.
(a) Same contour plot as Fig. 2(a). A burstingn  6 mode is
observed. (b) A very good correlation is observed between
enhanced alpha loss and then  6 mode. Then  3 mode
shows a negative correlation.

The n  6 mode is bursting in time. A drop of
,14% in mode frequency is also seen on each burst.
is somewhat analogous to the beam-ion-driven fishbo
mode sm  1, n  1d routinely observed in TFTR neu-
tral beam–heated supershots [7], except for having mu
higher mode numbers and frequency. Figure 3(b) sho
the time evolution of the lost-a signal and the MHD
modes. A very good correlation is observed between t
burstingn  6 mode and the alpha loss. Each burst co
responds to a,30% enhancement in thea-loss signal
at the 90± detector, or about 1% of the alpha birth rat
In contrast, the lower frequencyn  3 mode shows a
negative correlation with the alpha loss. Since both
the modes appear at the same spatial location, this se
tive correlation is evidence of frequency-dependent wav
particle resonance.

The radial mode structure measured by the ECE syst
is shown in Fig. 4(a) for then  6 andn  3 modes. A
ballooning character is clearly seen in then  6 mode,
i.e., the mode amplitude is stronger in the lowB field
sidesR . R0d than the highB field side. The maximum
dTeyTe is ,2%. It corresponds to a local magneti
perturbation dBryB0 , s1yqRd jdTey=Tej , O s1024d
(since B ? === , ByqR for the ballooning mode). The
burstingn  6 mode is observed in three ECE channe
The channel-to-channel separation is about 5–6 cm,
the mode width is aboutdr & 12 cm or drya , 0.14.
It covers q . 1.1 1.5. In the multifrequency case the
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FIG. 4. (a) Radial profiles ofdTeyTe for the n  6 and
n  3 modes. (b) Profiles of thea parameter defined in
Eq. (1) and the safety factorq. The aa is for the alpha
particles. The MHD is located at the peak pressure gradi
whereq . 1.3.

high-n modes have a narrower width, i.e.,dr , 8 cm or
drya , 0.09. Using a transport analysis code (TRANSP

[8]) we found that these modes are located at the pe
value of atot; see Fig. 4(b). Here,atot is a measure of
the plasma pressure gradient defined as

atot  2R0q2dbtotydr , (1)

wherebtot is the total plasma toroidal beta (thermal plasm
plus beam ions) andR0 is the magnetic axis location. The
safety factor profile is from aTRANSP calculation. Theq
value at the mode location is,1.3. Therefore, the best
helical mode numbers that match the even parity fro
the ECE measurement discussed above are, respectiv
myn  8y6 and myn  4y3. This TRANSP q profile is
also partly justified by the agreement between theq  1
surface and the measured inversion radius of the mi
disruption at 4.55 sec.

The mode frequency in the plasma frame can be c
culated by subtracting out the toroidal rotation frequenc
i.e.,

vMHD  vlab 2 vVf
, (2)

wherevVf
 snyRdVf, n is the toroidal mode number,

and R is the mode location. Using theVfsRd profile
measured from a charge-exchange spectroscopy sys
we find thatvVf

sn  6d . 2ps47 6 5 kHzd. Therefore,
the mode frequency in the plasma frame isvMHD .
2ps88 6 5 kHzd.

(3) Particle loss simulation.—An alpha particle orbit
lost to a detector can be traced back into the plas
by using the measured particle energy, pitch angle, a
equilibrium parameters such as theq profile. Figure 5(a)
shows such an orbit. We see that particles that escap
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FIG. 5. (a) Orbit tracing of the lost-alpha particles. Th
measured pitch angle and the particle energys,3.5 MeVd are
used. (b) A cross-section projection of the alpha particle or
from an orbit simulation code. The measured mode num
sm  8, n  6d, frequency (80 kHz in plasma frame), an
radial profile are used. The initial energy is 3.08 MeV, pitc
angleykyy  20.55.

the 90± detector arrive on barely trapped banana orb
The location of the high frequency mode is around t
inner excursion of the banana orbit, which supports t
physical assumption that the alpha particles are expe
by the MHD modes.

A guiding center code [9] was used to simulate t
mode-induced particle loss. We use the experime
tally observed parameters:m  8, n  6, f  80 kHz
and usedBryB0  2 3 1024. The particle distribution
is a Monte Carlo generated alpha particle slowing-do
distribution, isotropic in pitch angle, with a Gaussian r
dial profile taken to approximate the experimental con
tions. An example of induced loss of the type seen
the detector is shown in Fig. 5(b). The lost particles a
countermoving (opposite to the plasma current directio
passing particles initially located at a smaller minor r
dius. The wave-particle resonance condition in the plas
frame can be written asnf 2 mdu 2 vMHDt  const,
where md  m, m 6 1. For a countermoving passing
particle, f  2vtt, u  2vttyq, where vt , jykjyR
is the toroidal transit frequency. The resonant conditi
becomes

vMHD . smdyq 2 ndvt . (3)

The case shown in Fig. 5(b) has a resonance withmd 
7. The simulation shows that the particle spends only
small fraction of each poloidal transit in resonance wh
the orbit passes through the outer midplane. During e
resonant period, it can gain or lose energy to the wave
a random walk process inyk until it eventually diffuses
into a trapped orbit. The total simulated alpha loss fo
1 msec burst of the mode is,1% of the alpha particle
population (withE , 1.5 3.5 MeV). On the other hand,
a similar simulation shows that then  3 mode has less
than half this effect due to lack of efficient wave-partic
resonance. All these results are basically consistent w
the observations. We have also simulated the effect of
mode on the beam population, but observe no losses.
beam-ion loss measurement is available in routine TF
experiments.)
1073
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(4) Linear stability analysis.—An MHD stability calcu-
lation for this discharge has also been carried out. Firs
all, we conclude that the observed high frequency mo
are not the TAE (toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmode
[10], because the TAE frequency is more than a facto
2 higher.

Due to the strong local peaking of the pressure profi
it is found that the plasma atrya , 0.34 has reached and
even exceeded the high-n ideal ballooning limit att .
4.2 4.55 sec. This suggests that the mode we obser
should be related to the ballooning modes, especially
the kinetic MHD ballooning mode (KBM) [11]. (Note
that these modes are different from the ideal balloon
modes observed in TFTR before high-b disruptions [12],
which are toroidally localized and have larger rad
extent.) The basic characteristic of the KBM is that t
mode frequency is close to the ion-diamagnetic frequen
i.e.,

vppiy2 , vr , vppi , (4)

where vppi  snqyrd sy2
i yVidd lnpiydr. The high fre-

quency modes we observed are within this range
For example, then  6 ion-diamagnetic frequency (us
ing only the thermal ions) is,110 kHz, which is about
1.2vMHD .

A comprehensive kinetic calculation described in d
tail in Ref. [13] is employed to study the linear stab
ity properties of the high-n MHD ballooning mode, using
the so-called ballooning representation for high-n modes.
This calculation is fully electromagnetic. It includes mu
tiple ion species and kinetic effects from trapped a
untrapped particles, finite Larmor radius, Landau dam
ing, etc. Maxwellian equilibrium distribution functions ar
used for each of the eight plasma species (e, H, background
D and T, impurity C, hot beam D and T, and hota), ex-
cept the hot alpha particles for which a slowing-down d
tribution is used. A finite-b numerically calculated MHD
equilibrium based on experimentally measured profile
employed.

The results for the linear growth rateg vs rya is
shown in Fig. 6. The plasma is locally unstable to t
KBM driven by the background pressure gradient. T
effect of the hot beam species is slightly stabilizing f
this case, while that of the hot alpha particles is sligh
destabilizing. The spatial location of the KBM is i
general agreement with the experiment. The linear gro
rate has a maximum atn  14 for rya  0.34, while the
observed modes have lower values ofn. However, we
believe that nonlinear effects can downshift the peak
n [14].

In conclusion, a significant enhancement (from,30%
to a factor of 2) in alpha particle loss correlated w
high frequency MHD modes has been observed in rec
TFTR high-b DT plasmas. Both the experimental me
surements and particle simulation show that the obser
alpha loss is induced by the wave-particle resonance
tween the alpha particles and the MHD modes (main
1074
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FIG. 6. Linear growth rateg versusrya for the kinetically
calculated high-n MHD ballooning mode att  4.40 sec.
Here,kurD . 0.2 0.3, the value which maximizesg at rya 
0.34.

the n  6 mode). Linear stability analysis shows tha
the plasma is locally unstable to the KBM driven by th
strong plasma pressure gradient. Although these mo
seem unlikely to be driven bya particles (similar MHD
activity is observed in D-only plasmas [3]), our observa
tion indicates that the high frequency KBM modes ca
have significant effects on the fusion ion confinement
the high-b regime. Therefore, attention needs to be pa
to the impact of these modes on future tokamak reactor
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